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Southern Suburbs Development Specialist, Bev Bloch.

Hello, I am Bev Bloch. I have been working with Pam Golding Properties since September 1993 when I joined as a Real Estate Agent in Camps Bay.
Having grown up in Camps Bay, it seemed the natural place to live, work and play and make my mark as the agent of choice.
In my ‘past life’, I spent 17 years in Johannesburg in the decorating industry where my experience crossed many avenues and built many relationships
with Captains of Industries, all of whom I still continue to do business with. In 1987 the company, where I had worked for the past 17 years and held the
position of Sales and Marketing Director, listed on the stock exchange. This was a pinnacle in my career and shortly thereafter I returned to my home
town to semi retire.
A friend said ‘become an estate agent...it’s a part time job’ which lured me to Camps Bay in 1990 and never looking back, never understanding my friend
either, I embarked on my new career and soon became a top agent servicing the demands the 24/7 commitment to the business requires.
Over the next decade my constant need to grow and ambition in real estate took me to California for a period of time where I achieved my Real Estate
certification.
In 2006 after a short sabbatical, I relocated to Johannesburg again and took up a National position with Pam Golding Projects and launched various
international projects around the country, including London Developments, The Palms in Dubai and Pierre and vacancies opportunities.
I also co-ordinated the sales and marketing and launch of Teal and Trout, Wild Fig, Brettenwood, and the selling of various other developments. My last
development in Johannesburg was the launch of the first phase of Melrose Arch and thereafter I returned back to Cape Town and launched Montclare
and managed the marketing and sales for The Majestic in Kalk Bay and more recently the Sales and Marketing for The Quadrant and Pinelands Grove.
Working with developers from the early stage of planning a development and being able to contribute my intellectual capital and vast experience to new
developments both in feasibilities and marketing, offers huge value to new developments.
I am passionate about people and enquiring what ticks their boxes when it comes to buying property.
If I’m selling a development for self-use or investment, it is important for me to know that my client feels completely safe and comfortable with me and
knows that they are purchasing the right property for the right reasons.
More recently I have diverted into the retirement property market, selling to the retiree or elderly which is soul fulfilling and rewarding. This takes further
specialisation both in dedication to people and the understanding of retirement opportunities.
People and the relationships with people, my buyers and sellers are my core business and the journey we travel together is of utmost importance to me.
Get in touch and let’s discuss your property requirements.

My recently sold properties

2 bedroom apartment in
Claremont Upper

1 bedroom apartment in
Claremont (Cape Town)

1 bedroom apartment in
Pinelands (Cape Town)

R2,500,000

R1,995,000

R550,000

People and the relationships with people, my buyers and sellers are my core business and the journey we travel together is of utmost importance to me.
For all your real estate enquiries, please contact me, +27 83 252 2594, bev.bloch@pamgolding.co.za
Southern Suburbs +27 21 673 4200 pamgolding.co.za/bev-bloch

